
Basic Facts

Creating your own AC voltage is the only way to truly address the degradations introduced by the AC grid.

STROMTANK is an independent power source. The quality of the AC power grid has a remarkable influence on 
overall sound quality. Every STROMTANK model disconnects audio systems totally from the grid and provides a 
perfect AC signal from the included battery pack (Lithium-iron-phosphate-technology). This method is far superior 
to the typical approach of conditioning or regenerating the existing AC power signal coming from the grid. Only 
when a system is completely isolated from the AC grid, can you eliminate the negative impact the AC grid has on 
sound performance.

Most people think that because everything turns on and works that the AC grid is providing an ideal signal. It 
should be a pure sine wave, with no distortion, no high frequency harmonics, and stable in frequency and 
amplitude. Unfortunately, this is mostly not the case. 

What you have to keep in mind is the fact that the AC supply in your home is part of a large electrical network. 
Everything connected to the grid from residential to commercial customers adds electrical anomalies to the AC 
signal. The AC grid is also used by data communications equipment. For normal electrical usage, these anomalies 
have no effect. However, for high resolution audio systems, these distortions are audible and limit the potential of 
your audio performance. 

The power supply section in the audio component is designed to provide the best sound quality. It is nearly 
impossible to add all the required circuitry for ideal power conditioning. This is true from an engineering size and 
cost point of view. Even if feasible; the result would still include connection to the AC grid. A specially designed 
power product isolating the system from the AC grid is the only way to guarantee the best sound possible. Power 
products – properly designed - can help improve the AC signal and subsequently, the sound of an audio system. 
However, all of these products are still connected to the AC grid. They cannot address all the AC grid's issues as 
they are still interacting with the grid.

This is the reason why STROMTANK uses high performance LiFePO4 batteries in combination with a pure sine 
wave converter. Regardless of what happens to the electricity from the power company, your system is ALWAYS 
unaffected.



MODELS:

S1000* S2500 QUANTUM S5000 HP

FUNCTION:

OPERATING MODES:

1. ON-grid MODE - connected to grid
- grid-AC and batteries are operating at the same time
- current taken from the AC–Input is actively filtered by a battery power inverter
- only active power is taken from AC-in
- inverter compensates harmonics and reactive current from the electric circuit
- nearly no interaction between audio / video-setup
- automatic recharging of batteries while listening to music

2. OFF-grid MODE - completely disconnected from grid
- power supply totally from high-power battery pack with pure-sign wave converter
- Stromtank creates stable AC-amplitude, pure sine wave and crystal controlled frequency
- mechanical switch for recharging batteries, no interruptions while listening to music
- operating time: 8-10 hours (depending on hifi-setup / power consumption)

ON-grid mode: OFF-grid mode:
blue illumination at front-meter green illumination at front-meter

Dimensions: 48 x 47 x 22 cm Dimensions: 45 x 45 x 31 cm Dimensions: 48 x 58 x 59 cm
Weight: 41 Kg Weight: 61 Kg Weight: 125 Kg
Output Performance: 450 VA Output Performance: 650 VA Output Performance: 1.500 VA

Every STROMTANK model generates its own AC voltage signal from batteries which are recharged under the 
control of multiple microprocessors. Once charged, the device is disconnected by an internal power relay. A pure 
sine wave converter supplies the audio equipment with clean AC power for several hours of listening time. For 
longer, higher power listening sessions, STROMTANK can be switched to ON-grid mode. In this function, the 
audio system is AC supplied by the grid and the battery. The battery power converter activates an active filtering 
of the AC input current from the grid.

The STROMTANK is at the cutting edge of power products. Going forward, battery power will be the new 
standard in AC power products.



Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) – Tomorrow’s technology today

Features:
 - very long life (> 20 years possible)
 - up to 10,000 cycles – with low DOD (depth of discharge)
 - 5 times more cycles than lead or lead-gel batteries
 - up to 6,000 charge cycles at 60% DOD (equivalent to 16 years with a daily
 - charge/discharge, after that at least another 80% of battery capacity)
 - 93% efficiency
 - up to 100% DOD possible (90% effectively usable)
 - high current capacity
 - absolutely environmentally friendly and maintenance-free
 - no fire hazard – explosion proof, since non-oxygen-reactive
 - modular system concept - extendable at any time and interchangeable
 - high safety standards confirmed by relevant certificates

Advantages:
 - better efficiency
 - lower self-discharge
 - high number of cycles & long life cycle + completely maintenance free
 - lower weight & volume
 - very good environmental impact
 - extremely economical and non-aging

The Intelligent Battery Management System (BMS) 

The Balancer

STROMTANK’s
high-tec BMS for long life energy storage

State of the art battery technology with significant advantages over the usual Li-ion, lead or lead-gel batteries: 
The Lithium iron phosphate battery is a further development of the lithium- ion battery.
LiFe-PO4 cells deliver very high continuous service charge currents and very high power handling (up to 25C). 
High charge currents (0.5C - 3C) are possible. In contrast to conventional Li-ion cells, no metallic lithium separates 
out when overloaded and no oxygen is released (risk of explosion). In case of the Lithium iron phosphate battery, 
the so-called thermal runaway is not possible. 

The LiFe-PO4 cells are naturally safe, environmentally friendly, very cycle-resistant and lightweight. The excellent 
load capacity and a long service life speak for the future of this technology.

 - Lightweight

A newly active BMS – self-developed together with the Fraunhofer Institute, the German research establishment - 
provides an effective balanced battery charge and discharge. By using this high-tech system, maximum efficiency 
and maximum durability of the power storage are achieved.

Key features: cell protection, load control, load management, determining the charge state, determination of cell 
health, thermal management, interfaces for communication.

The balancer is responsible for the active cell voltage balancing. It checks each individual cell and ensures that 
the cells reach the optimal state of charge. Through this technique, there is no variable burden on individual cells 
when current is drained. Thus, the maximum available power is obtained at all times. Individual cells cannot be 
overloaded. Therefore the balancer is largely responsible for the life and service life of a storage system.
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